MEDIA RELEASE
WE CARE – OUR YOUTH’S VISION OF AN INCLUSIVE SINGAPORE
- 300 students compete in BCA’s Project Build competition to express how Universal
Design can shape a better living environment for everyone
Singapore, 25 November 2016 – The Building and Construction Authority (BCA)
today unveiled the 13 winners of a challenge that encourages students to envisage
the future of an inclusive Singapore through miniature models of buildings,
developments and public spaces. The challenge, Project BUILD 2016 Competition,
is one of the BCA’s initiatives in raising the awareness of the importance of Universal
Design among the people in Singapore. The exhibition of the winning models is held
at the National Library from 25 to 30 November 2016 and admission is free.
Project BUILD Competition 2016
2.

This is the second Project BUILD Competition organised by the BCA. Through

the Competition, which was held from June to September 2016, youths between the
ages of 13 and 25 were challenged to unleash their creativity and express their
vision of an inclusive Singapore. More than 65 teams, comprising some 300 students
from secondary schools and institutes of higher learning, created models – using any
material – of inclusive buildings, facilities and open spaces where everyone of all
ages and abilities can enjoy.
3.

A total of 13 winning teams were unveiled today at the launch of Project

BUILD Exhibition 2016 (please refer to Annex A for details of the exhibition and
Annex B for winning entries).


The top prize went to the team from the Singapore University of
Technology and Design for their vision UNICA, a green public plaza that
is accessible to patrons with disabilities. Friendly, accessible features can be
found in every corner of the plaza.
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Second prize winner from Beatty Secondary School submitted a vision of a
playground in a park which is a “melting pot” where people, young and old
with diverse abilities, mingle and have fun. Applying the principles of Universal
Design, the idea is to create a “borderless” park with a playground.



Third prize winner from ITE College Central submitted an entry showcasing a
Universal Design public toilet by the sandy beach for everyone to use. This
encourages people of all ages to spend time at the beach, and at the same
time, explore this interesting and fascinating structure.

Project BUILD Exhibition 2016
4.

Comprising 11 zones, the Exhibition showcases Universal Design features

that are present in many award-winning developments across Singapore. From park
to apartment, visitors can experience Universal Design and appreciate how inclusive
designs can make a difference in people’s lives.
5.

Commenting on Project BUILD, BCA Chief Executive Officer Dr. John Keung

said, “I am very heartened to see so many of our young people from secondary
schools to universities care about an inclusive society. The built environment plays a
critical role in shaping an inclusive Singapore, where our buildings, facilities and
open spaces allow people of all ages and abilities to live, work and play. With the
Project BUILD Competition, we hope that students will aspire to make a difference
and play a part in shaping an inclusive Singapore by pursuing a career as a built
environment professional. The Project BUILD Exhibition augments our message of
inclusivity, accessibility and friendliness in our built environment by bringing
Universal Design closer to Singaporeans.”
6.

Senior Minister of State for Home Affairs and National Development, Mr.

Desmond Lee graced the launch of the BCA’s Project BUILD Exhibition 2016 as the
Guest-of-Honour and presented the prizes to the winners of the Competition.
Enclosed
Annex A – Project BUILD Exhibition 2016
Annex B – Project BUILD Competition 2016
(Photos of the top three winning entries in high resolution can be downloaded at
https://wsi.li/lmqnukv6Ok28/434904)

Annex C – Project BUILD 2016: Photos from the event
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Issued by the Building and Construction Authority on 25 November 2016

About Building and Construction Authority
The Building and Construction Authority (BCA) of Singapore champions the development of
an excellent built environment for Singapore. BCA’s mission is to shape a safe, high quality,
sustainable and friendly built environment, as these are four key elements where BCA has a
significant influence. In doing so, it aims to differentiate Singapore’s built environment from
those of other cities and contribute to a better quality of life for everyone in Singapore.
Hence, its vision is to have "a future-ready built environment for Singapore". Together with
its education arm, the BCA Academy, BCA works closely with its industry partners to
develop skills and expertise that help shape a future-ready built environment for Singapore.
For more information, visit www.bca.gov.sg.
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Annex A
PROJECT BUILD EXHIBITION 2016

Project BUILD Event Details
Venue: National Library, The Plaza
Dates: 25 November to 30 November 2016
Opening Hours: 11am to 8pm
Admission is free

Project BUILD Exhibition 2016, presents The Great YooTropolis, Singapore’s friendliest
neighbourhood! Visitors to the exhibition will be treated to a unique, larger-than-life
adventure, where they can discover Universal Design can transform our surroundings into
inclusive spaces for everyone. Winning entries of the Project BUILD Competition 2016 are
also showcased at the Exhibition, where youths shared their vision of an ideal inclusive built
environment.
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The YooTropolis has 11 zones:
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Welcome to the Great YooTropolis
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YooDee Avenue

In YooDee Avenue, an interactive panel showcasing Universal Design symbols – commonly
found in our built environment are explained to visitors. Information about professions such
as architects and facilities managers and the important role that they play in shaping an
inclusive Singapore are also presented to inform our youths about the career options in the
built environment.
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The YooPartment

Using the setting of a typical Singaporean home, the YooPartment shows what an ideal
inclusive home can look like. Various Universal Design features such as friendly furniture,
stairs and appliances give visitors an idea how they can transform their home to suit different
needs.
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Yoonique Street

The Yoonique Street features friendly-for-all facilities that are commonly found in the
neighbourhood, such as ATM machines and water coolers. With their Universal Design
features, they highlight how small changes in these facilities’ design can be inclusive and
friendly.
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Sunrise Walk

The Sunrise Walk features a friendly ramp and information of the tactile warning indicators.
Through the use of an actual ramp and tactile information, it allows visitors to experience
and understand the importance of such features and how they help create an inclusive built
environment.
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YooTown Square Mall

Through a retail and supermarket setting, the YooTown Square Mall highlights a pleasant
shopping experience for all that can be achieved by well-designed routes, signs and
thoughtful planning and layout for all shoppers.
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YooTown Garage

The YooTown Garage comprises two public spaces – car park and sanitary facilities -- with
panels and actual sanitary-ware that explain how the various Universal Design features in
them can accommodate users of all ages and different abilities.
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Sunset Grounds

The Sunset Grounds features a UD park and open spaces with features such as UD
playground equipment (the NEO wall) and a friendly map which helps users navigate the
park. With adequate seating and friendly equipment, such public spaces allow park users
relax and enjoy amid the greenery.
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About Project BUILD
Through Project BUILD, students are invited to unleash their creativity and build their ideal
built environment and show how thoughtful Universal Design features can shape a better
living environment for everyone.
For Project BUILD 2016 Competition, more than 65 teams, comprising about 300 students
aged 13 to 25, participated where they created miniature models of their ideal inclusive built
environment/space, using materials they can find in their daily lives. The models are also
encouraged to include Universal Design features such as ramps, handrails and braille.

Objectives
Project BUILD:




Introduces the concept and enhance the appreciation for Universal Design
Promotes the understanding of how an accessible built environment helps to build an
inclusive society
Reinforces the need for an inclusive built environment for Singapore

Evaluation Criteria
Creativity
Originality
Relevance to theme
Overall presentation

Prizes
– 25%
– 25%
– 25%
– 25%

1st prize
2nd prize
3rd prize
10 merit prizes

-

S$3,000 + trophy
S$2,000 + trophy
S$1,000 + trophy
S$500 + certificate

Judges
Mr Eng Tiang Wah
BCA Friendly Ambassador and
CapitaLand Singapore, VP (Design Management, Residential)
Ms Cheng Pai Ling
BCA’s Friendly Ambassador and
the Director of MKPL Architects
Ms Magdalena Magiera
Curator, Outreach and Education, NTU Centre for Contemporary Art Singapore
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Participating Schools and Institutes of Higher Education
Institution

No. of
teams

BCA Academy

4

(including Diploma in Design (Interior & Landscape) students

Nanyang Technological University

4

(including students from the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering)

Singapore University of Technology and Design

3

(including students from
- Architecture and Sustainable Design
- Information Systems Technology and Design
- Engineering Product Development)

ITE College Central

12

(including students from the
- School of Design and Media / Architecture
- School of Design and Media / Higher NITEC In Space Design (Technology))

ITE College East

1

ITE College West

4

Nanyang Polytechnic

9

(including students from the
- School of Design / Diploma in Space & Interior Design
- School of Design / Diploma in Spatial Design)

Ngee Ann Polytechnic

2

(including Diploma in Biomedical Science students)

Hwa Chong Institution (College Section)

1

Anderson Secondary School

6

Beatty Secondary School

8

North Vista Secondary School

7

Ping Yi Secondary School

1

Saint Margaret’s Secondary School

2

Shuqun Secondary School

2

Total

66
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Winning entries
1st Prize – Team UNICA (Singapore University of Technology and Design)

UNICA is a green public plaza that is accessible to patrons with disabilities. Friendly
accessible features can be found in every corner of the plaza.
Towards the entrance of the plaza, an “Invisible Helping Hand” - as its name suggests, is
an almost invisible aid that uses minimal space and energy in helping wheel-chair bound
up the steep slopes.
Spacious interactive rooms can also be found on the first level, where groups can engage
in active discussion.
These is also
 a wheelchair accessible escalator that leads up to the library on the second level
 a multi-purpose escalator for persons with disabilities and normal patrons
 a natural cylindrical light well that holds interactive mini round LED screens where
visitors can send in encouraging messages to motivate all patrons
All book shelves are also rotatable vertically, giving wheelchair bound patrons a peace of
mind when reaching for all books.
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2nd Prize – Sunshine Jollies (Beatty Secondary School)

Idea: a playground in a park is a “melting pot” where people young and old with diverse
abilities mingle and have fun. Applying the principles of Universal Design, the idea is to
create a “borderless” park with playground.
It features a spiral pentagonal ramp for wheelchair and non-wheelchair users (including
visually impaired persons) to reach the top of the piano tile slides. Music is produced when
they are sliding down. The gradient and texture of the long slide cater specially for
wheelchair users. There is also a swing for them. Adequate space for wheelchairs is
allocated at resting areas. Tactile on the footpath and ramps are provided for the visually
impaired too.
Being environmental-friendly, solar panels are added to power the lamp posts.
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3rd Prize – DAB (ITE College Central)

This entry is a Universal Design public toilet by the sandy beach for everyone to use. This
encourages people of all ages to spend time at the beach, and at the same time, explore
this interesting and fascinating structure.
As one approaches the entrance, there will be the area where people may wash their
sandy feet from the beach. In the middle of the building is a tree-like structure that acts as
a shower area for children. Behind it, the building structure is then divided, with identical
designs whereby the right side is the ladies and left is the gents. The slanting basin is at
the side of the wall just behind the children’s shower area. The purpose of this design is to
allow water to flow towards the drain smoothly and allow the children to wash their hands
at the lower end. Everyone can use the same basin.
Beside the basins are the showering areas attached to the cylindrical buildings. Both have
benches for people to sit, rest or place their belongings while they use the bathroom
beside it. Additionally, there are washrooms for persons with disabilities. The entrances to
their washrooms are from the outside, with ramps leading up to them, towards the
cylindrical building.
Winners of Merit prizes
(In chronological order by respective institutions’ name)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Team
Green Club
BCaptain
ArchiSquad
Rampage
N815
PERK
Harmony
THREE HOUSE
Tabula Rasa
Team Estoque

Institution
Anderson Secondary School
BCA Academy
ITE College Central
ITE College Central
Nanyang Polytechnic
Nanyang Polytechnic
Nanyang Polytechnic
Nanyang Technological University
Ngee Ann Polytechnic
Singapore University of Technology and Design
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The Senior Minister of State for Home Affairs and National Development Mr Desmond Lee
(right) and Building and Construction Authority Chief Executive Officer Dr John Keung
(left) launched the BCA’s Project BUILD Exhibition 2016. The Exhibition is held from 25 –
30 November at the National Library (The Plaza).
([download link])

The Senior Minister of State (Home Affairs and National Development) Mr Desmond Lee
graced the launch of the BCA’s Project BUILD Exhibition 2016 as the Guest-of-Honour
and presented the prizes to the winners of the Competition. In his speech at the launch,
Mr Lee encouraged the students to continue to dream big about innovative solutions to
make Singapore an inclusive home.
([download link])
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Dr John Keung and SMS Lee pose for a photo with BCA’s mascots for Universal Design,
Dotz and Hexa. This is the BCA’s second Project BUILD competition which about 300
students participated.
([download link])
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Senior Minister of State for Home Affairs and National Development Mr. Desmond Lee
(centre) and BCA Chief Executive Officer Dr. John Keung (second from right) were given
a tour of the 13 winning entries of Project BUILD 2016 Competition at the National Library.
Singapore University of Technology and Design’s Team UNICA, which won the first prize,
introduced their winning entry to Mr Lee and Dr. Keung.
([download links – top image / bottom image])
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Team UNICA’s entry is a green public plaza that is accessible to patrons with disabilities.
([download link])

Among the Universal Design features in Team UNICA’s entry was a multi-purpose
escalator for persons with disabilities and normal patrons. ([download link])
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Second prize winners from Beatty Secondary School, Team Sunshine Jollies, submitted a
model of a playground in a park where people, young and old with diverse abilities, can
mingle and have fun. ([download link])

Team Sunshine Jollies’ entry is a “borderless” park with playground and includes a spiral
pentagonal ramp for wheelchair and non-wheelchair users (including visually impaired
persons) to reach the top of the piano tile slides. Music is produced when they are sliding
down. ([download link])
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ITE College Central’s Team DAB won the third prize with an entry that featured a
Universal Design public toilet that encourages people of all ages to spend time at a beach.
([download link])

Team DAB’s entry includes washrooms for persons with disabilities where their entrances
are from the outside with ramps leading up to them in the cylindrical building.
([download link])
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